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With relentlessly growing Internet traffic, it has never 
been more difficult to detect and stop malicious network 
incursions. Networking Group researcher Robin Sommer 
works to secure networks from attacks – a concern that 
President Obama recently described as among the “the 
most serious economic and national security challenges 
we face as a nation.” 

Sommer’s work spans the gap between academic research 
and the protection of real computer networks through 
programs like Bro, an open-source network monitoring 
framework that helps defend networks against attacks. 

BRO

Bro was originally developed by Networking Group 
researcher Vern Paxson, and the project is now led 
jointly by Paxson and Sommer. Bro provides users with 
a custom domain-specific scripting language to express 
their local monitoring policy. It differs from other systems 
in that it performs deep, semantic analysis and examines 
the development of a network over time – for example, 
tracking the Web sites a particular host has contacted.  
Bro is not restricted to any particular analysis approach, 
as most other systems are. Traditionally, signature-based 
systems compare observed activity against a set of low-
level patterns known to indicate malicious activity; and 
anomaly detection systems compare new activity against 
an automatically learned profile of benign traffic, 
flagging what does not match as potentially malicious. 
Such systems have difficulty protecting large networks, 
in which traffic is diverse and the characteristics of both 
attacks and normal activity are constantly changing. Bro 
addresses this challenge by enabling users to tailor its 
analysis to the specifics of the local environment.   

Bro has been in use at the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory since the late 1990s, and is now used in a 
growing number of networks, particularly in scientific 
environments. Last year, it was downloaded by about 
5,000 unique IP addresses, and it now monitors networks 

at major universities, large research labs, supercomputing 
centers, and open-science communities. Many of these 
networks have tens of thousands of systems each – and 
some have as many as 100,000.  

PUBLICATION AND PRACTICE

But, Sommer points out, often there is a gap between 
the systems that are effective in large, practical settings 
and the findings that are published in academic papers.  
Sommer believes this may be because many research 
groups lack ties to practical operations – at universities, 
network administration “is usually a totally different 
part of the university, and it can be challenging to 
build a fruitful relationship.” Collaborations between 
researchers and operations take time to develop, and 
researchers sometimes underestimate the impact of 
operational reality on their work. 

“Generally, I’m always trying to bridge that gap between 
laboratory research and real-world operations,” he says. 

As an undergraduate at the University of Paderborn in 
Germany, Sommer worked as a systems administrator 
in the computer science department. He then worked  
in Professor Anja Feldmann’s networking research 
group, initially at the University of Saarbrücken and 
later at the Technical University of Munich, where 
Sommer and his colleagues collaborated closely with 
network administrators, who provided context about the 
network’s traffic and crucial feedback on their research. 
In exchange, the group helped improve security. 

“There is a give and take that is important,” Sommer 
said. “That usually works well for both sides.” 

Sommer has continued to work with operations 
departments while at ICSI, where Networking Group 
researchers led by Paxson work closely with systems 
administrators to monitor the Institute’s network. In 
addition, Paxon’s long-standing ties to operations at the 
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as i see it by Nelson Morgan, Director

“Well, in our country,” said Alice, still panting a little, “you’d 
generally get to somewhere else – if you ran very fast for a long 
time, as we’ve been doing.”

“A slow sort of country!” said the Queen. “Now, here, you see, 
it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place. 
If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice 
as fast.”

     -  C. Dodgson (a.k.a. Lewis Carroll)

Sometimes it seems as if the Red Queen had it right in “Through 
the Looking Glass”; for instance, technology moves so quickly 
that just keeping up takes a great effort (unless you’re 15, in 
which case it’s effortless).  And yet my experience has always 
been that it feels like progress is extremely slow when you are 
working within any particular technology. You may see what 
needs to be done very quickly (and perhaps code up the key 
elements in a busy weekend), but then come all the necessary 
details…. 

The impact of technology on society seems to operate in still 
a different time scale – slow as molasses and then suddenly, 
dramatically fast. Smartphones have been around since the 
1990s, but then with the introduction of the iPhone, something 
reached a “tipping point,” and sales and impact took off. I’m 
not qualified to say whether the recent upheavals in the Middle 
East, particularly in Egypt, owed much to social networking 
tools, but clearly they were extensively used. There was even 
apparently an intervention enabled by a technology I’ve been 
interested in for a few decades, automatic speech recognition.  
When the Egyptian government brought down the Internet, 
protesters were able to call a phone number that used Google 
tools (including speech recognition) to generate Twitter tweets, 
keeping the movement connected. Maybe I’m oblivious, but 
Twitter just seemed like entertainment to me before this event 
– now it seems like it can be an enabler of social change.

This “tipping point” property, popularized by Malcolm 
Gladwell, seems to apply to much of the progress that we see 
in computer science and related disciplines. Sometimes this 
is due to sociological phenomena, which can suddenly make 
particular technologies much more important; but sometimes 
it is really due to discoveries that drastically shift the research 
landscape. The latter may not be noticeable in the public 
sphere for some time, but in retrospect we understand how 
each basic advance has changed the nature of our inquiry. 
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For instance, hidden Markov models (HMMs) and the 
fundamental associated mathematics were developed in the 
late 1960s at IDA in Princeton, and in the early to mid-1970s 
these methods were applied to speech recognition at CMU 
and IBM. It was not until the mid- to late 1980s that HMMs 
were almost universally adopted for speech recognition, but 
in retrospect the earlier work fundamentally changed research 
and development for this topic. And of course, here in the 
Bay Area we’re aware of a more fundamental part of nature 
that has this property – tectonic plates pushing up against 
one another for months, years, or even decades, until finally 
there is a significant earthquake.

Once a game-changing event happens in research, how 
do we make progress? Much of what follows is necessary 
but (some would say) uninspiring incremental progress. As 
researchers gain understanding about the basic ideas, they 
begin to extend it and apply it. As computational resources 
expand, the opportunities for exploitation of the grand 
ideas expand as well. Eventually the big new idea becomes 
the standard approach, and as such needs to be questioned 
and might be ultimately supplanted by the next big new 
idea. It’s particularly the role of the young to question any 
standard wisdom, and it’s equally the responsibility of senior 
researchers to push back, since most candidates for the next 
big idea will fail; but some of them won’t, and that’s the great 
thing to look for.

How do we get to the next set of big ideas? Moving quickly 
is necessary but not sufficient; like Alice, you could end up 
in a place that looks an awful lot like where you started. I 
know of no foolproof recipe for research breakthroughs, but 
certainly success is often associated with an interest in really 
understanding what is going on and a willingness to forego 
short-term gains. Serendipity also plays an important role, 
to be sure, but investigation driven by curiosity is still one 
of the best ways to be prepared for unexpected discoveries. 
Although this concept tends to be unpopular with sponsors, 
there is plenty of evidence that investigator-driven and 
curiosity-driven research is where most “next big things” 
come from. Since we also have to satisfy the shorter-term 
goals of sponsors in order to keep our work going, finding 
common ground between the aims of sponsor and researcher 
is a critical challenge. This issue of the Gazette will provide 
a few examples of how ICSI’s researchers, past and present, 
have met this challenge.



news briefs

ICSI and Japan’s NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of 
INfORmATICS will collaborate on work 
in networking, computer vision, and 
algorithms. In a memorandum of 
understanding signed in January, ICSI 
and NII outlined their commitment to 
establishing a joint research program. 

For the second time 
in the two years 
the contest has 
been held, Speech 
Group researchers 
were finalists at 
the ACm mULTImEDIA 
GRAND ChALLENGE,  
sponsored by 
companies like 
Google and Yahoo!. 
Speech researchers 
GERALD fRIEDLAND and 
ORIOL VINyALS, and Professor Ruzena 
Bajcsy and Eladio Martin of UC Berkeley 
were recognized for developing the 
first application for Android smart 
phones that uses WiFi and audio to 
accurately estimate where the phone 
user is inside a building. Their project, 
Using Android and Indoor Localization 
for Diaries, was one of two finalists 
in the Google Diaries competition. 
Friedland, with other ICSI researchers, 
won Yahoo!’s 2009 challenge with 
Joke-O-Mat. He will also co-chair the 
Grand Challenge in 2011. 

Professor SUSANNE hAmBRUSCh, a former 
ICSI visiting scholar, has been appointed 
the director of NSF’s Computing and 
Communication Foundation (CCF), a 
division of Computer and Information 
Science and Engineering. Hambrusch, 
who has been on the faculty of Purdue 
University since 1982, was an early 
visitor to the Algorithms Group under 
Professor Richard Karp. 

ICSI has had the privilege of overseeing 
the doctoral thesis of hOwARD LEI of the 
Speech Group, who graduated at the 
end of December. 

ICSI held its annual OPEN hOUSE in 
conjunction with UC Berkeley’s EECS 
Annual Research Symposium on 
February 17. Professor VERN PAxSON, a 
senior Networking Group researcher, 
gave a talk about recent efforts to 
measure the economics of Internet 

attacks; COLLIN BAkER led 
a demonstration of the 
latest improvements to 
the FrameNet Project; 
Networking researchers 
presented NETALyzR, a 
system that analyzes the 
extent to which Internet 
service providers interfere 
with their customers’ 
traffic; and Speech 
researchers demonstrated 
JOkE-O-mAT, which 
automatically parses 

television sitcom episodes, and the 
mEETING DIARIST, a speaker diarization 
tool. 

ICSI recently welcomed three new 
arrivals: Mona Sophia, daughter of 
GERALD fRIEDLAND and his wife Yvonne, 
born November 26; Linnea Viktoria, 
daughter of Professor TREVOR DARRELL 
and his wife Lisa Hagstrom, 
born February 3; and Asher 
Zev, son of LUkE GOTTLIEB and 
his wife Emily-Rose, born 
March 4. 

Speech Group researcher 
ANDREAS STOLCkE was named a 
2011 IEEE Fellow. Stolcke was 
honored for his contributions 
to statistical language 
modeling, automatic speech 
recognition and understanding, and 
automatic speaker recognition. The 
grade of Fellow is IEEE’s highest 
membership status, conferred on only 
one-tenth of one percent of members 
by the IEEE Board of Directors. Fellows 
are recognized for their outstanding 
records of accomplishments. 

Professor RIChARD m. kARP, leader of 
the Algorithms Group, was invited to 
give talks at three prestigious research 
institutes in India in January. He was a 
keynote speaker at the 2011 Microsoft 
Research School on Approximability, 
hosted at the Indian Institute of Science 
in Bangalore. He was also selected to be 
this year’s speaker at an annual lecture 
in honor of Hari Sahasrabuddhe, 
a founding faculty member of the 
computer science and engineering 
department of the Indian Institute of 
Technology in Kanpur. In addition, 
he was invited to speak at the InfoSys 
Research Lab, also in Bangalore. 

ORIOL VINyALS of the Speech Group 
has received a Microsoft Research 
Fellowship to continue work in tele-
immersion using analysis of both 
human speech and vision. Vinyals, one 
of twelve PhD students in the United 
States to receive the fellowship in 2011 
and the only one from UC Berkeley, 
will help develop systems that are able 
to interact with humans by analyzing  
human gestures, gazes, and spoken 
questions. The work has the potential to 
help doctors interact with patients who 

are hundreds 
of miles away. 
The two-year 
f e l l o w s h i p 
begins this fall. 

Speech Group 
alum ERIC fOSLER-
LUSSIER, along 
with Jeremy 
Morris of Ohio 
State University, 

has won a 2010 best paper award from 
the IEEE Signal Processing Society. 
They were one of six teams recognized 
for the exceptional merit of their 
papers. Fosler-Lussier was a graduate 
student under Speech Group leader 
Nelson Morgan and later a postdoctoral 
fellow at ICSI. 
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ICSI Director Nelson Morgan and Staff Scientist Jim 
Hieronymus at ICSI’s BEARS Open House 2011

Mona Sophia Friedland

continued on page 8



continued

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory have been an asset for 
the group – Sommer works with the Lab’s cyber-security group 
on a daily basis. Bro monitors the Lab’s network, allowing the 
group to use the data gathered from monitoring for research 
and to try out improvements to the system.

ImPROVING PERfORmANCE

For example, the lab was the first to use Bro on a cluster 
of computers to monitor its network traffic. A custom high-
performance frontend system looks at all network traffic and 
then divides it across several standard PCs so that a large 
volume of traffic can be analyzed simultaneously. The process 
allows networks with tens of thousands of systems to be 
monitored by inexpensive machines. 

In order to divide traffic without sacrificing performance, the 
researchers had to find a way to flag attacks that span more 
than one machine. In other words, each machine in the cluster 
has to share not just alerts of attacks, but also the underlying 
analysis leading to the alert. 

The cluster approach was first proposed in 2007 by Sommer 
and several colleagues from ICSI, LBNL, and the Technical 
University of Munich. It has since become a standard method 
for network intrusion detection systems, like Bro, in research 
environments. 

The next step for Sommer is to make Bro more user-friendly. 
“[Bro] is turning into a product in that it’s becoming much 
more widely used,” he said. 

But Bro is decidedly not a commodity product; it was 
designed as a research platform. Users need to have a high 
level of technical expertise in order to define their policies in 
Bro’s scripting language – and widespread use can become 
problematic to support for a small group from a non-profit 
research institute. “We had trouble keeping up with users’ 
demands,” said Sommer. 

He recently began working with the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign to increase Bro’s capacity and make 
it more user-friendly. NCSA plans to use Bro to monitor its 
Blue Waters supercomputer, a machine that will be able to 
perform 10 quadrillion calculations every second and that will 
be housed in an 80,000 square foot building in Champaign, 
Illinois. 

The three-year, $3 million NSF project will work to provide 
Bro users with easier access to the system’s capabilities and a 
detailed documentation. The work with NCSA is a major step 
forward, Sommer says: “For the first time, we have resources 
for engineering that go beyond our core research projects.”

hILTI

Sommer is also leading an effort to simplify the implementation 
of network security programs, such as firewalls or intrusion 
detection systems. To build such a program, one often ends 
up writing a lot of low-level code that is difficult to get right 
– code that has already been written many times for other 
applications. “We keep reinventing the wheel,” Sommer says. 
His new work is “an attempt at bundling low-level functionality 
that is needed over and over again into a high-level platform 
others can build on.”

HILTI – a “high-level intermediary language for traffic 
analysis” – and the accompanying process provide high-level 
abstractions specific to the network monitoring field, such as 
tailored support for managing the memory that a program uses 
to remember observed activity. It also aims to provide a suitable 
concurrency model for running an analysis simultaneously 
on many processors. For an application like Bro, this has the 
potential to replace today’s cluster installations with a single-
machine setup. Multicore processing will allow the different 
security analyses to “communicate faster and more directly” 
than they do in the distributed system.

GEO-TAGS AND GLOBAL INfERENCE

For the past year, Sommer has worked with Speech Group 
researcher Gerald Friedland to examine how much people 
unintentionally reveal about themselves through their online 
activity. In a technical report published last May, the two 
explained how a criminal might use geo-tags – geographical 
information embedded in photos by certain cameras and 
smartphones – to easily locate where the photos were taken 

continued from page 1
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The three-year, $3 million NSF project 
will work to provide Bro users with 

easier access to the system’s capabilities 
and a detailed documentation.

featured research:
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Research shows that by middle school, many girls have already 
decided against going into computer science careers. By that 
time, Algorithms Group student Bonnie Kirkpatrick had learned 
how to program calculators. She took the one programming 
class offered at her high school in rural Montana three times – 
and had taught herself most of the basics in her off-time. 

This May, she will receive her 
PhD from UC Berkeley’s computer 
science department, with a focus 
on algorithms for genetics aimed at 
deciphering the genetic indicators 
of both phylogenetic and family 
relationships. She will go on to 
a postdoctoral position at the 
University of British Columbia. 

“I’m the wrong person to ask 
about why there are no women in 
computer science because I am …. 
I was always happy with the nerdy 
environment,” she says. But, she 
adds, the increasingly male cultural 
associations with computer science 
may be the reason that fewer 
women are going into computer 
science now than 20 years ago, with 
the majority of college-educated 
women choosing social sciences, 
education, and biology instead.

According to the National Center for Women and Information 
Technology, only a quarter of jobs in technological fields today 
are held by women, down from 36 percent in 1991 – and 
those trends start in school. Only 13 percent of high school 
students who took the AP computer science test in 2009 were 
female, and the number of incoming university undergraduate 
women interested in a computer science degree has declined 
79 percent over the past decade.

The gender gap has led to efforts designed to bring more 
women into the field. The Computer Research Association 
sponsors several programs for women, including Distributed 
Research Experiences for Undergraduates, formerly the 
Distributed Mentor Project (DMP). Through DMP, Kirkpatrick 
worked at Texas A&M for two summers for Professor Nancy 

Amato, who was the first to suggest that Kirkpatrick go to 
graduate school. 

Last year, Kirkpatrick was one of 32 students in the U.S. 
awarded a scholarship from Google named in honor of Anita 
Borg, a pioneer in computer science who encouraged women 
to pursue careers in technology. In her application essay, 

Kirkpatrick pointed out computer 
science’s need for “a diverse and 
cosmopolitan image.”

“All the nerdy paraphernalia of 
computer science is male-gendered,” 
she said – from Mountain Dew to 
computer games. To increase the 
number of women in computer 
science, those cultural associations 
need to change. She points to a 
2009 study from the University of 
Washington that found that women 
were less interested in taking computer 
science courses when there were Star 
Trek posters on the wall, and more 
interested when there were nature 
posters up. Kirkpatrick said, “It’s all 
about women being comfortable in 
that space” – not necessarily about 
overt sexism. 

Kirkpatrick believes universities also 
need to make a greater effort to include 

women in marketing materials, and that popular culture needs 
to follow suit. Kirkpatrick says that young women are instilled 
early on with the attitude that “it’s just not cool to be a woman 
computer scientist.” Consider the roles women are assigned in 
television shows like the British IT Crowd, in which the female 
head of the IT department refuses to learn basic technological 
principles (such as the use of a Web browser) on the theory 
that doing so will make her a geek. 

Despite universities’ efforts to be more inclusive, women still 
comprise less than a quarter of full-time faculty in computer 
science in the U.S. – and less than 10 percent of the UC 
Berkeley EECS faculty. While an undergraduate at Montana 
State University, Kirkpatrick had no female computer science 
professors and just one female instructor.

bonnie kirkpatrick
featured researcher:

continued on page 8



Since he helped launch Google’s Instant search feature last fall, 
ICSI alum Ben Gomes has been dubbed Google’s “diplomat of 
search.” Gomes, one of the few people to carry the title Google 
Fellow, worked at ICSI under AI group leader and UC Berkeley 
Professor Jerry Feldman during the early 1990s.

Born in Africa and raised in Bangalore, India, Gomes and 
a school friend, Krishna Bharat, learned about computers 
by playing around with a ZX Spectrum, an eight-bit home 
computer released in 1982. “We were both chemistry geeks, 
and we used to have contests to push the limits of this tiny 
computer” with very little information on how it worked, he 
said. He received his bachelor’s degree from Case Western 
University in Ohio, and began graduate studies at UC Berkeley 
in 1990, joining ICSI in 1991 and earning his PhD in 1997. 

While at ICSI, Gomes worked on the development of pSather, 
a programming language that enabled easy parallelization. 
Several students who worked on pSather and related projects 
have gone on to work at Google, including David Stoutamire 
and David Bailey. “There’s a lot of stuff at Google that mirrors 
the range of interests in Jerry’s group,” Gomes said – from 
low-level programming to higher-level questions about 
human-computer interactions. 

His interests spanned that range as well. Feldman said, “Ben was 
the only person who was active in all aspects of parallelization 
that were going on at the time, from neural modeling and 
hardware architecture to high level parallel programming and 
optimization.  It was the best possible preparation for what he 
ended up doing.”

Professor Srini Narayanan, who joined ICSI as a graduate 
student soon after Gomes and has since gone on to lead the 
AI Group, said Gomes helped create the collegial spirit in 
Feldman’s group: “Everybody liked everybody, and Ben was 
largely responsible for that.” 

After leaving ICSI, Gomes was working at Sun Microsystems 
on the Java programming language when a classmate called 
him to tell him he had joined a small start-up in Mountain 
View. “He told me it seemed like a really good place with 
really good people,” Gomes said. 

Gomes and Bharat, his childhood friend, now work together 
at Google. Bharat invented Google News, and Gomes has been 
responsible for a range of changes to the search engine, from 
adding interface features such as spelling corrections in the 
world’s major languages to improving how search results are 
ranked – what he calls “the bread and butter of what we do.” 
Last year alone, Google introduced around 500 improvements 
and features to its search engine. 

Google’s newest feature, released last fall, shows users an 
image of pages returned by a search term. In order to show a 
relevant preview, Google has to break down the Web page and 
reassemble it to provide a snapshot of the most relevant parts 
– the heading and the portion of the page that contains the 
search terms. Instant Previews, developed by Gomes’s team, 
are the next generation of “snippets” – Google was the first 
search engine to return results with search terms in context. 
Also last year, Gomes helped roll out instant search, a feature 
that updates search results as a user types. 

Gomes said he and his team look at 200 different factors in 
figuring out how to get a user of Google to the best result as 
quickly as possible. “This company really has a strong sense 
of mission,” he said. 

featured alum: ben gomes
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visiting scholars
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Since its inception, ICSI has had a strong international program consisting primarily of ties with specific countries. 
Current formal agreements exist with Brazil, Finland, Germany, and Switzerland.  In addition, we often have visitors 
associated with specific research and projects.

AI
Sergio Guadarrama
Frank Hopfgartner (Germany)
Emanuel Kitzelmann (Germany)
Malte Schilling (Germany)
Carlos Subirats

ALGORIThmS

Fabian Gieseke (Germany)
Oliver Kramer (Germany)
Shuai Cheng Li
Matthias Mnich (Germany)
Benjamin Satzger (Germany)
Ron Shamir

SPEECh

Arlo Faria (Brazil)
Joaquin Gonzalez 
Bernd Meyer (Germany)
Stefan Steidl (Germany) 

Arlo Faria

Matti ManterePaula HerberMatthias Mnich

ARChITECTURE

Paula Herber (Germany)

NETwORkING

Somaya Arianfar (Finland)
Joos-Hendrik Böse (Germany)
Gregor Maier (Germany)
Dmitriy Kuptsov (Finland)
Matti Mantere (Finland)
Boris Nechaev (Finland)
Petri Savolainen (Finland)
Baohua Yang

VISION

Peer Stelldinger (Germany)

CAmPUS AffILIATION / OThER

Christoph Goebel (Germany)
Kai Huotari (Finland)
Tommi Lampikoski (Finland)
Nils Peters (Germany)
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Kirkpatrick’s pet peeve is the use of “he” in sentences like “A 
programmer needs to use all the tools he has.” Even at Berkeley, 
where there’s an “underlying value of diversity… professors still 
assume the typical student is male.” This attitude perpetuates the 
disparities in the field by making female computer scientists more 
uncomfortable and more likely to leave the field.

The good news, says Kirkpatrick, is that this attitude can be changed 
if universities focused more on the increasingly interdisciplinary 
aspects of computer science. Computer science is no longer just 
about programming – Kirkpatrick’s work, for example, has a focus 
on biology. 

“What we need is to change the [male cultural] associations with 
computer science,” she said.

continued from page 5

ShUAI ChENG LI, a postdoctoral fellow in the 
Algorithms Group, has received the Outstanding 
Achievement in Graduate Studies Designation 
from the University of Waterloo, Canada. The 
distinction is given to one person from each 
graduate department per year.

UC Berkeley students led by Speech Group affiliate 
DAN kLEIN have won a competition at the AIIDE 
Conference to create an artificial intelligence 
system that plays the video game StarCraft. 
The Berkeley Overmind Project, which has been 
featured in New Scientist and MTV’s news blog, 
uses a variety of artificial intelligence techniques 
to calculate what moves it should take to win the 
game. 

ICSI researchers have chaired a number of program 
committees for international conferences in the 
past year. Networking researchers mARk ALLmAN 
and ChRISTIAN kREIBICh and external fellow SyLVIA 
RATNASAmy chaired program committees for the 
Internet Measurement Conference, the Conference 
on Detection of Intrusions and Malware and 
Vulnerability Assessment, and the Symposium 
on Networked Systems Design respectively. 
Algorithms researcher ERAN hALPERIN co-chaired the 
population genomic program committee for the 
International Conference on Intelligent Systems 
for Molecular Biology. In addition, ICSI researchers 
edited proceedings of the Symposium on Recent 
Advances in Intrusion Detection 2010 and selected 
papers from the International Symposium on 
Multimedia 2009, published in the International 
Journal on Semantic Computing in November. 

AI Group members have received a grant from 
the John Templeton Foundation, an organization 
that supports research on “big questions” in 
science. Professor JEROmE fELDmAN and group 
leader Professor SRINI NARAyANAN received funding 
to broaden applied work on the Neural Theory 
of Language to language communities, public 
discourse, and more fundamental questions. 
Their project is titled “Embodied Cognition, 
Communities, and Foundational Issues in AI and 
Mathematics.” Feldman also presented a paper 
at a recent Templeton Symposium on Top-Down 
Causation. A version of the paper, “Causality and 
Context in Cognitive Science,” will be published 
this year by the Royal Society.

continued from page 3

with startling accuracy, as close as a few feet. Sommer and 
Friedland looked at how a criminal might use information from 
multiple online sources – say, a photo of someone’s bike posted 
to a classified ads site like Craigslist, along with the information 
that the seller is home only after 6 p.m. – to mount an attack in 
real life.

Sommer will continue to work with Friedland on understanding the 
risk of potential inference chains that correlate personal information 
across independent Web sites. Work is planned to incorporate 
speech and image recognition to link, for example, YouTube videos 
and online photos.

Sommer is also involved in monitoring the traffic of residential 
networks in Europe and rural India. He looks at broad trends like 
how many homes are infected and how many lines are browsing 
at any one time. 

Monitoring networks in India has been particularly demanding 
because not only is the infrastructure so different from that in the 
U.S., but other unforeseen challenges have arisen. Internet service 
providers supply some customers with Internet service; these 
customers, in turn, supply other customers. In one area examined 
by Sommer and his colleagues, Internet service is occasionally 
interrupted by a group of monkeys that take down the line. 

continued from page 4
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